CYBER RISK
Security

HAVE YOU ASKED YOURSELF, “IS MY ORGANIZATION SECURE?”
In today’s fast-moving business environments, the cyberthreat and risk landscape continue to expand and evolve. Protecting
information assets adequately cannot be achieved solely through technology. Here at CDW, we assess cybersecurity risk
posture not only by reviewing technology, but also people and business processes; what you do, how you do it and who does it!
Security and privacy breaches are making headlines. What will happen if your organization is one of them? Whether you are
wanting to ensure your security posture is suitable or you are considering implementing an information security program, CDW
can help.

WHAT’S YOUR SPECIFIC CHALLENGE?
CDW has been specializing in cybersecurity, governance, risk and compliance consulting for over 10 years. Our consultants are
proficient in performing cybersecurity maturity assessments, threat and risk assessments, internal audits, security program
implementations and security standard certification preparation. Many organizations employ our expertise to assist in planning
and executing customized information security programs. We consult with organizations of different sizes and industry verticals
and use this experience to ensure a fit-for-purpose solution. In each engagement we can provide improvement opportunities
for existing security controls, recommend new security controls and/or can help create full-scope security programs.

WHAT WE DO
 cybersecurity maturity assessments
Have clients, partners or stakeholders asked about your security controls, or how your organization stacks
up against security standards? CDW helps determine which standard your organization should be measured
against, depending on factors such as industry, size and client base. Whether it is ISO 27001/27017/27018, NIST
Cybersecurity Framework, CIS Critical Security Controls, SSAE 18 (SOC 1 and SOC 2) or PCI DSS, we help you on this
journey. We also provide a maturity rating to determine which areas of your security program need attention.
 risk assessment
Launching a new service, application or business unit? Do you need help conducting an assessment for the first
time or for cadence purposes? CDW conducts a risk assessment based on your requirements. By reviewing your
documented policies and procedures and interviewing your stakeholders and subject matter experts, we uncover
security risks (people, process or technology) that can lead to downtime, breaches, financial impact or damage
your organization’s reputation. Our work doesn’t stop there; we provide recommendations to reduce risk to an
acceptable level and provide a comprehensive security roadmap to ensure you have an actionable plan to meet
your program goals.
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 privacy impact assessments
Does your organization store, process or transmit personally identifiable information (PII) or have to comply with
GDPR, HIPAA, PHIPA or PIPEDA? CDW conducts a privacy impact assessment to determine privacy risks and
impact to your organization. We help determine where your data resides, how critical it is and what you need to do
to protect that data. At the end of the assessment we provide you with recommendations and a privacy roadmap
to help outline the necessary actions you must take to protect your organization.



 consulting service
- Security team augmentation



- Security program implementation
- Cybersecurity awareness training
- Vendor risk management program
- Security incident management program


virtual chief information security officer services (vciso)
Having a full time chief information security officer is not always practical. Our consultants have been assessing,
implementing and operating world-wide information security programs for over 15 years. Our vCISO service provides
you and your organization with a vCISO who can help reduce risk, orchestrate your information security program,
answer client inquiries and more. Our consultants provide you with methods to align your information security program
to your business goals, ensuring program success.

WHY CDW?
 depth of expertise - We have extensive consulting experience. No matter the size or industry of your organization, we
are experienced in solving difficult problems. We’ve been consulting for Canadian organizations for over 10 years.
 continuous improvement - We invest in our people. Training is integral to ensuring our consultants are up-to-date
on the latest security trends, technologies and remediation options. Our consultants regularly attend industry-leading
conferences and training sessions to maintain their level of expertise.
 track record - CDW helps many organizations assess, plan, implement and sustain viable information security and risk
management programs to address SSAE18 audits, PCI DSS, NIST/FISMA and ISO 27001/ISO27017/ISO27018. CDW has a
100 percent success rate assisting clients with SSAE18 audit preparation, as well as ISO 27001/ISO 27017/ISO 27018 and
PCI DSS certification.
 full-service consultancy - CDW has the capability to assess and review IT general controls that require
implementation with various degrees of involvement, freeing personnel to work on key business deliverables while
alleviating the burden of dealing with stressful audits, complex legislative and regulatory requirements.
 verified - Our team has the experience and the credentials. Our consultants hold a combination of: CISSP, CISM, CISA,
CRISC, ISO 27001 LA/IA, ITIL and CCISO.

For more information, contact your CDW account manager
at 800.972.3922 or visit CDW.ca/security
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